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Method

5 basic editing tasks on Android mobile phone.

Add text

Add paragraph

Format Text

Add link

Add citation

Noted any bugs or usability issues found. 



High Level Outcomes
● The visual editor (on Android) is not ready yet for usability testing. 
● The reasoning is that we found a lot of issues to fix before we are 

willing to invest the time of participants and the DR team in 
doing a usability study.



Android Observations
On the way to the first basic task… 

If there is a lot of infobox before the text, users may have issues figuring out how to edit 
anything at all (when scrolling down to get to the text, it highlights the whole infobox). [1]

May be unclear for users how to get out of edit mode. If you jump into visual editor, you 
can press back (not yet undo button) and jump out, but once you’ve scrolled, the back 
button is no longer there, unless user knows to click on the border of the screen to make 
the grayed-out unto arrow back into a back arrow or user knows to collapse keyboard and 
press the return button on Android nav (or press physical return button). [2]

Red trash icon: I clicked it to see what it was and it deleted the whole infobox. Users might 
not understand that it is correlated with a secondary infobox/image edit tool. Generally, 
what is its purpose when there is a backspace on the keyboard? [1]
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Android Observations
On the way to the first basic task… 

What is the puzzle/template icon mean for users? What its purpose when the button isn’t 
clickable and the user can’t read past ‘Generated fro…’? [1]

Blue pencil is meant for editing the infobox in this case, but it is barely visually editable. 
Why isn’t it just visually editable (why a secondary edit ‘tool’)? The further nested option is 
‘show options’ within editing infobox, and that page is just fully unreadable. [2]
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Android Observations
Adding text (small text and paragraph)

Tapped on ‘sunbirds’ in the second sentence of article - this is what happened. Where’s 
the cursor? [1]

No problem with adding a new paragraph. [2]
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Android Observations
Formatting Text

No problem formatting text

Selection (blue dot things) appear even when dropdown is engaged [1]

Back button and undo arrow on top of each other - could be confusing to users.

If you scroll up/down beyond the scope of the dropdown, you scroll the edit window 
behind it as well [2]
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Android Observations
Add a citation

Inexplicable result of dropping cursor at the end of a sentence, then pressing the cite 
quote button. I need to remember what sentence it was and scroll down… I try again, and 
same thing happens. Jumps me to a weird non-menu and the infobox… I scroll down, the 
cite is gone and I can’t add it or the same cycle repeats. [1]

I try it in another place, and it adds the url, but when it ‘saves’, it jumps me here. When I try 
to edit it, it jumps me back here again… I don’t know where I am necessarily, and even if I 
click red trash can or blue edit, I’m not seeing what/where I’m editing. [2]
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Android Observations
Add a link

Try to link sunbirds in second sentence, and hit remove; takes me here. Confusing. [1]

Hit ‘open’, takes me to sunbird page, works fine.

Tap the sunbird page result and click done… takes me to the same place as above [1]. 
Doesn’t land me where my link now is, but does successfully add internal link.

When you select text and tap link icon, search pages offers the selected text and it is 
highlighted. [2] But when you go to external link tab, it is no longer highlighted, even 
though it’d make more sense for it to be highlighted here so you can quickly delete, and 
type in/copy-paste the external link URL. However, upon adding said URL, see photo. 
Can’t click open or done. [3]
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